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Introduction
Community pharmacies provide a range of pharmaceutical services on behalf of the health service
including dispensing of prescriptions and provision of advice and additional services. The number
and placement of pharmacies is strictly regulated. These arrangements are commonly referred to
as ‘Control of Entry’ and are set out within the Pharmaceutical Services Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 1997.
Proposals for new pharmacies must demonstrate that they are either ‘necessary or desirable’ in
order to provide adequate pharmaceutical services in the proposed neighbourhood. Relocation of
existing pharmacies is also very strictly regulated.

The Department of Health (DoH) requested that the Health and Social Care Board establish a set
of criteria which would better inform decision making around the need for pharmacy services in a
given area. To that end and following significant engagement with stakeholders, a Pharmacy
Needs Assessment model has been developed.

The aim of this consultation was to obtain views from interested stakeholders on the Pharmacy
Needs Assessment model.

The scope of the consultation was on the Pharmacy Needs Assessment (PNA) model. The
consultation will be used to refine the model and provide this model to support decision making
within existing regulatory arrangements. The consultation report will also be shared with
Department of Health to inform the continued development of policy in respect of Control of Entry.
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Consultation process
The Pharmacy Needs Assessment consultation ran from the 23rd August 2021 to the 30th
November 2021.

The consultation process was facilitated through:


Publication of consultation materials, including a consultation questionnaire, and associated
social media on HSCB website.



A copy of the questionnaire was sent with the Patient & Client Council quarterly newsletter
with free post envelopes attached for return. There was also an article included in their
monthly e-zine with a link for completion of the questionnaire online.



Completion of questionnaires was facilitated by Patient & Patient & Client Council, PPI staff
at several Health and Wellbeing Events across Northern Ireland.



Direct e-mail to over 200 organisations representing public, non-governmental, community
and voluntary sectors, as well as Northern Ireland MPs and MLAs.



Direct correspondence to all community pharmacy contractors.



Two public zoom sessions (three were offered but insufficient demand to run all three).



Presentation at each of the five Local Commissioning Groups (LCGs).



Presentation to CPNI and demonstration of the model.

In total, 34 individuals and organisations responded to the consultation questionnaire via an online
survey or email. This total includes two responses that were not provided within the questionnaire
template1. There were zero responses received via post.

Respondents had the opportunity to answer a range of questions covering all aspects of the
Pharmacy Needs Assessment (PNA). A breakdown of the respondents is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Breakdown of responses to consultation questionnaire by respondent
Type

Survey

Email

Total

18

8

26

Pharmacy Representative Organisation

1

3

4

Other Organisations

2

2

4

21

13

34

Pharmacy Contractor

Total
1

These responses have been analysed alongside those provided in the questionnaire template.
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The vast majority of responses (88%) were submitted by pharmacy contractors and their
representative organisations. This means that the responses received will be largely reflective of
one set of stakeholders who will be affected by the needs assessment.

A headline quantitative summary of responses to the consultation questionnaire is presented in
Annex 1, while a detailed analysis of the responses to each question is presented in Annex 2.

As mentioned, seven consultation events were held: two public consultation events; and one with
each of the five Local Commissioning Groups across Northern Ireland. Further information on the
topics discussed and issues raised at these meetings is included within Annex 3.

Additional detail on the analytical work carried out in response to the issues raised during the
consultation process is presented in Annex 5 and Annex 6.

The key themes which emerged from all aspects of the consultation have been brought together
and summarised in the next section. Detailed consideration has been given to each, with a
response included.
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Key themes from the consultation
This section provides an overview of the main themes that emerged from feedback from all
aspects of the consultation – including online and written responses, and from the consultation
events. For each theme, a summary of the issue is provided, alongside an accompanying
response.
The use of mid-year estimates
Many respondents to the questionnaire were concerned about the use of the 2019 mid-year
estimates (MYEs) for the calculation of the indices provided in the consultation papers. A number
added that these figures had been superseded by the 2020 MYEs.

Response
NISRA published its 2020 mid-year estimates on 25th June 2021. While these figures superseded
the 2019 MYEs, the consultation timeframe did not permit their inclusion in the PNA Modelling Tool
or Report.

The current intention is that the relevant indices, such as the main population index for
geographical areas, shall be updated using the latest available population data (census or MYEs)
once the assessment has been approved. It is also intended to update these indices on an annual
basis as new MYEs become available. The age-sex weights that have been constructed using the
prescribing data will only be updated as part of any new modelling exercise as they work in tandem
with the additional needs index. It would not be statistically correct to update one set of weightings
without the other being similarly re-estimated given their close inter-relationship. The fixed age-sex
weights, however, will be applied to updated population numbers within each age-sex grouping on
an annual basis.
Updating the Additional Need Index
Some respondents queried the frequency of update of the Additional Needs Index with the view
commonly expressed that it needed to reflect the most up-to-date date pattern of need across
Northern Ireland each year.

Response
It would not be practical to carry out a full remodelling exercise each year and is considered
unnecessary anyhow given that underlying the need in areas will normally change slowly over
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time. Generally, it is also not advisable to update needs variables in isolation as it assumes that the
underlying relationship between them would not have changed as a result of the partial update.
With the current needs model, however, only one of the 11 variables (including supply factors)
which comprise the additional needs index is not regularly updatable as it is a Census variable.
Moreover, it has quite a minor impact on the overall additional needs index. On balance, it is
recommended, therefore, that the needs variables are all updated annually, with the exception of
the Census one, in order to ensure that the index is as responsive as possible to changes in need.
It is further recommended that the age-sex and additional needs weightings themselves are
recalibrated every 3-5 years in order to capture any change in their underlying relationships.

Multiple dispensing and the Additional Needs Index
The majority of respondents to the questionnaire expressed concern with the Additional Needs
Index because it was based solely on ordinary dispensing. They suggested that the index was
underestimating need because it did not incorporate multiple dispensing. This issue was also
raised at three of the consultation events.

Ordinary dispensing refers to the number of prescription items dispensed by pharmacies. Multiple
dispensing is a payment mechanism by which pharmacists receive additional fees for items which
have to be dispensed in instalments.

Response
The issue of multiple dispensing was considered extensively during the development of the
additional needs model. This included detailed comparison of what became the preferred model
with a candidate model (Model MD) which incorporated multiple dispensing.

The multiple dispensing model was not adopted because its inclusion had little impact on the
additional needs index and there were concerns about the future availability of data due to
proposed changes to the multiple dispensing payment system.

Some respondents suggested that this outcome arose from the lower (0.5) weighting used in the
creation of Model MD. They stated that this weighting concealed the full need associated with
multiple dispensing and should be removed.

In light of this feedback, further modelling work was conducted to examine this possibility. This
entailed the creation of a new model which incorporated multiple dispensing without any reduced
weighting applied, i.e., both it and ordinary dispensing were given a weight of one.
7
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The new model was closely related to the preferred PNA model but had slightly reduced
explanatory power. There was little evidence of any extra additional need associated with multiple
dispensing. In fact, there were indications that the inclusion of multiple dispensing might not be
fully reflective of the need associated with nursing homes. Detailed information on this new model
is included in Annex 5.

It should also be noted that the planned changes to multiple dispensing payments are progressing
and that the HSCB is in discussions with CPNI about these changes. As a result, it is evident that
any model using multiple dispensing in its current form would have a very limited lifespan.

Variables used in additional needs modelling
Several respondents to the questionnaire commented on perceived omissions among the variables
used to produce the additional needs model.

One respondent highlighted the fact that palliative care was omitted from the Quality of Outcome
Framework (QoF) measures used within the modelling exercise. The same respondent also noted
the absence of a variable relating to deaths due to Alzheimer’s and dementia.

Another respondent suggested that the exclusion of certain variables from the model at an early
stage might be an indication of a pre-determined outcome.

Response
The additional needs model was created using a combination of variables from BSO, HSCB and
external third parties. The variables relating to QoF indicators were supplied by the Department of
Health (DoH) and cause of death statistics were sourced from NISRA.

In response to respondent feedback, both organisations were approached to establish whether it
would be possible to obtain the suggested data.

The DoH responded that it had not supplied a QoF variable for palliative care because the
underlying indicator was not suitable for use in statistical modelling. It stated that QoF indicators
were calculated using a single annual snapshot of GP registers, meaning that the geographic
distribution associated with some indicators, including palliative care, was not necessarily
representative of the demand over the course of a year. This view was endorsed by BSO
statisticians and further detail is provided in Annex 5.
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NISRA does not publish SOA-level figures on deaths due to Alzheimer’s and dementia but
supplied them to BSO Information Unit upon request. Upon receipt of this data, the additional
needs model was recalculated to reflect its inclusion. This resulting model was identical to the PNA
preferred model, indicating that any additional needs associated with dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease was already encompassed within that model (further detail on this is provided in Annex 5).

The matter of the selective exclusion of some variables was discussed in the original consultation
paper. The exclusions arose due to the need to manage collinear variables within the model.

Collinear variables are variables which are so closely correlated that they effectively measure the
same thing. As the use of collinear variables would produce an invalid model, only one variable
from each group of collinear variables can be used in modelling. Due to collinearity, each variable
is effectively interchangeable with those excluded.

Collinear variables are identified based on their Pearson correlation values and are selected for
inclusion through studying their interactions with other variables in test models. This approach has
been validated by an independent statistical peer reviewer (further detail on this is provided in
Annex 5).
Intended use of the PNA Modelling Tool
Some respondents to the questionnaire expressed concern about the future use of the PNA
Modelling Tool. These respondents all stated that the tool, if used at all, “should only be used in
supportive capacity for decision making regarding the location of community pharmacies in
Northern Ireland”.

One respondent raised additional concerns arising from the fact that similar tools had not be
developed as part of Pharmacy Needs Assessments in other parts of the UK.

Response
It can be confirmed that, as outlined in the consultation paper, that the tool is intended to be used
in a supportive capacity. Its role is to provide decision-makers with a range of statistical information
on the need and provision of pharmaceutical services in order to support the decision-making
process in an objective, efficient and effective way.

It is acknowledged that similar tools have not been developed in other parts of the UK. This
situation reflects the innovative nature of the Northern Ireland Pharmacy Needs Assessment,
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which is the most detailed pharmaceutical needs assessment ever conducted in the UK. In
particular, it makes far greater use of statistical analysis and modelling than its equivalents
elsewhere, thereby removing any subjective assessment of which socio-economic and other needs
factors are most important in driving the need for pharmaceutical services. It also considers the
accessibility of pharmaceutical services outside of the immediate area of investigation rather than
regarding these areas as closed to population movement. This is regarded as another
enhancement to the approach typically taken elsewhere.

All of this allows pharmaceutical need to be identified more precisely, a full consideration of where
it can be met and, overall, provides a richer source of information to assist with any subsequent
decision-making processes.

The methodologies used in the development of the indices were commended and endorsed by
both the independent Statistical Peer Reviewer, Mike Stevenson, and the Commissioning Peer
Reviewer, Professor Chris Langley, Head of the Pharmacy School at Aston University. On the
modelling tool specifically, Professor Langley supported the recommendation that it be used as the
principle vehicle to present the modelled needs indices and other relevant contextual data to allow
decision-makers to make informed decisions on pharmacy provision across Northern Ireland.

Given the level of detail involved, it was previously recommended by an external consultant
(Deloitte) that a data visualisation tool be created to aid understanding of the needs assessment
modelling and provide an efficient means of accessing related data. The PNA modelling tool has
been built in accordance with this recommendation.

Commissioned and non-commissioned services
Over 50% of respondents to the questionnaire expressed concern that the PNA modelling did not
incorporate commissioned services, apart from ordinary dispensing, and non-commissioned
services offered by community pharmacy. They expressed concern that this could lead to the
underestimation of pharmacy need. This issue was also raised at a number of consultation events.

Response
There was extensive consideration of commissioned services beyond ordinary dispensing both
before and throughout the PNA’s development. As outlined above, detailed analysis was
conducted in relation to multiple dispensing to assess its suitability as a basis for additional needs
modelling.
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Other services were also examined but it was not possible to incorporate them into the modelling
process. The available data did not contain the demographic and geographic information
necessary, on a NI-wide basis, to produce a standardised dependent variable for modelling
purposes. It also indicated that ordinary dispensing represented the bulk of commissioned service
usage.

In addition, the general consensus from focus groups and various stakeholder engagements during
the development of the PNA was that the drivers of need associated with ordinary prescription
dispensing will largely be the same across all pharmaceutical services. This view was tested and
subsequently confirmed with the development of an alternative needs model which included
multiple dispensing (the next most important commissioned service in terms of expenditure).

This analysis demonstrated that the pattern of need across NI, even when multiple and ordinary
dispensing were given the same weight in the modelling, was not materially altered with the
inclusion of the additional commissioned service (see Annex 5). It is reasonable to assume that
this would not also be the case for other commissioned and non-commissioned services.

That said, the importance of populations having access to other commissioned services is
recognised and it is recommended that data on the availability of these at contractor level is added
to the PNA modelling tool to help inform future decision-making.

In terms of non-commissioned services, they cannot currently be included in the tool because they
are not centrally commissioned and no robust data are available is available in relation to their
provision and usage. Availability of such services at contractor level could be easily added to the
tool in future if this information can be collected across contractors in a consistent and verifiable
way.

The definition of an accessible pharmacy
Almost three-quarters of respondents to the questionnaire disagreed with the definition of an
accessible pharmacy set out in the consultation paper. Those who provided additional comments
were concerned that the definition did not consider socioeconomic factors and/or community
affiliation. This was also raised at one of the consultation events.
Some respondents to the questionnaire were also concerned that the definition did not consider
factors such as the availability of car parking, the accessibility of public transport services and
pharmacy opening hours.
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Response
The definition of an accessible pharmacy used in the PNA has been chosen as it can be
universally applied across Northern Ireland. It builds on views expressed at consultation events in
terms of acceptable travel times in urban and rural settings and also draws on relevant English and
Scottish benchmarks. The accessibility measures have been further refined using the NISRA
settlement classifications to provide different benchmarks for three different types of area.

Moreover, when apportioning pharmacies to the populations which they serve, the needs weights
are applied meaning that socio-economic factors are very much taken into account in the
construction of one of the model key benchmarking metrics. There is, however, a strong
awareness of unique local factors, such as parking, peace walls, etc. which cannot be fully
encapsulated by benchmarks and models designed at Northern Ireland level. The consultation
paper specifically stated that such factors would be considered in all future decisions concerning
the provision of community pharmacy services.

In addition, contextualising information has been provided in the PNA modelling tool alongside the
accessible pharmacy benchmark to help inform such decisions. This information includes the
distance travelled by users to their preferred pharmacy, public transport coverage and car
ownership statistics. It can also be confirmed that, following respondent feedback, the final version
of the modelling tool will also incorporate information on contracted opening hours for individual
pharmacies.
Incorporating a measure of capacity into the number of accessible pharmacies, or
Pharmacy Equivalent Units (PEUs), per head of weighted population
A number of respondents who disagreed with the proposal to use the number of accessible
pharmacies, or PEUs, per head of weighted population as the central benchmarking metric in the
PNA, expressed concern that the development of this metric did not consider the capacity of each
pharmacy.

Response
As a result of this feedback, the PEUs were recalculated to incorporate a proxy measure of
capacity based on pharmacy dispensing. To do this, ordinary dispensing volumes for 2019/20 (to
match the period covered by the data in the most recent PNA model) were used to construct
capacity weights for each pharmacy. So, for example, a pharmacy with an ordinary dispensing
volume half that of the NI average would receive a weight of 0.5, exactly equal to the NI average
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would attract a weight of 1.0, whilst double the average would be assigned a weight of 2.0, and so
on pro rata to the NI average.
It is recognised that ordinary dispensing volumes do not fully measure a pharmacy’s capacity – not
taking into account, for example, the size of the premises or staffing levels. However, it was felt
that, given the data routinely available, it would act as the best possible proxy measure for
capacity. The capacity weight was then incorporated into the PEU calculation, i.e. the apportioning
of all pharmacies in Northern Ireland to SOA level (see Appendix 10.1 of the main consultation
report). The method, now incorporating a capacity weighting, still ensures that the aggregated
number of pharmacies apportioned across small areas perfectly reconciles with the NI total.

Once the PEUs were re-calculated to incorporate this capacity weight, these values were
compared with the original PEU values, i.e. those without the capacity weight, at the Super Output
Area (SOA) level. A very strong association (R2 = 0.97) between the two metrics was found.
The PEUs can be aggregated up to larger geographical areas and used to calculate a measure of
the number of accessible pharmacies per 100,000 population - the central benchmarking metric
within the PNA tool. An examination of these figures, both with and without a capacity weight
incorporated, at LGD and LCG level, reveals little difference at these geographical levels (further
detail on this analysis is provided in Annex 5).

It is accepted that the inclusion of a capacity measure would provide an improved measure of
accessible pharmacy provision in a given area. However, further work is required to fully establish
the suitability of adopting ordinary dispensing volumes as a proxy for capacity before this, or an
alternative metric, would be adopted in the final PNA modelling tool. In the meantime, the testing
that it has been possible to carry out, using readily available data, would suggest that this may not
be a significant issue in the model, particularly as area size increases.

The extent of consultation
Over half of respondents to the questionnaire suggested that additional consultation was required
in relation to the PNA and its development. There was particular concern that pharmacy
contractors had not been individually consulted in relation to pharmacy need. It was also
suggested that there needed to be engagement with a wider range of community and voluntary
organisations. In addition, there was a concern about the level of engagement with service users.
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Response
There has been considerable engagement with pharmacy contractors, service users and interested
third parties concerning the PNA since 2019 (and before). During the development of the current
assessment, there was an extensive pre-consultation engagement process which included:


A public survey of 1,689 members of the public;



Meetings with the Pharmacy Practice Committee and the Community Pharmacy NI board;



Five focus groups with pharmacy contractors;



Fifteen focus groups with service users; and



One focus group with General Practitioners.

This engagement programme played an important role in steering the development of the PNA and
the associated modelling. It should be noted that around 100 pharmacy contractors attended the
five focus groups aimed at that sector.

Following the publication of the consultation paper, seven further consultation events were held.
These comprised one event with each of the five Local Commissioning Groups in Northern Ireland
and two public consultation events.

The consultation was advertised on the HSCB website and all interested parties had sufficient
notice to provide submissions on the proposals. An online workshop was also held with CPNI and
their representatives to demonstrate the modelling tool and to answer queries around its
construction and use.

On the basis of this engagement, it is felt that all relevant stakeholders were provided with
sufficient opportunity to participate in the process.
Contractor Survey
Related to the previous issue, in response to a question in the EQIA, a large number of
respondents suggested that pharmacy contractors should be surveyed or consulted in some other
manner considering pharmacy need.

Response
A survey of all pharmacy contractors had been planned relative to the commissioning process with
further consideration of capacity issues. It is important that this is carefully designed, with
accompanying detailed guidance, before launch so as to ensure that the information is collected
14
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across the contractor base in a consistent way. It is anticipated that this survey will help to inform
future iterations of the PNA tool.
Equality and human rights implications
Respondents to the Equality Impact Assessment questionnaire expressed concern in relation to
the equality and human rights implications of the PNA.

Response
Equality considerations have been fully embedded within the overall PNA review process. Prior to
the development of the model, an extensive stakeholder engagement exercise was carried out to
ensure that need for all pharmacy service users were taken into account, including focus groups
with a range of organisations representing Section 75 equality groups. The modelling process
included a wide range of variables in the PNA dataset to ensure the needs of all groups were
captured, either directly or by proxy (See Chapter 9 of the main consultation report for more detail).

In order to assess whether the PNA total needs index produces results that are consistent with the
evidenced needs of equality groups, a separate analysis was undertaken of the impact of the agesex and additional needs indices on each of the equality categories at Northern Ireland level.
Again, full detail on this analysis is included in Chapter 9 of the main consultation report, but the
results show that the indices are operating as expected.
For example, the age-sex index is skewed towards the 65 and over age group – highlighting the
high pharmacy need levels among older people. There is also an anticipated skew towards people
with a limiting long-term illness in the additional needs index – highlighting the greater level of
medical need for this group.

A Human Right Impact Assessment was carried out on the PNA and published alongside the other
consultation materials. Citing the totality of measures and considerations in devising the tool, and
the evidence-based methodology employed to bring these together, this assessment concluded
that the HSCB does not believe the proposals will lead to any adverse human rights implications.

In addition, in order to ensure that equality and human rights are respected and protected,
consideration will be given as to what further is required in relation to Equality Impact Assessment
and Human Rights Impact Assessment within the processes for the Pharmacy Practice Committee.
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The legal basis for the PNA
One respondent suggested that there was no legal basis which allowed a Pharmacy Needs
Assessment to be conducted in Northern Ireland.

Response
Following a legal dispute in 2010/2011, an agreement was reached between DoH, HSCB and
CPNI in December 2012 which referenced that DoH could direct HSCB to undertake a needs
assessment. Subsequent to this agreement, CPNI has been fully engaged throughout the process
of establishing a Pharmacy Needs Assessment model pursuant to that agreement.

The Health and Social Care (Reform) Act (Northern Ireland) 2009 sets out the functions of the HSC
Board. Under 8(2) of the Reform Act it states:

(2) The Regional Board must exercise its functions with the aim of—

(a) improving the performance of HSC trusts, by reference to such indicators of
performance as the Department may direct; and
(b) establishing and maintaining effective systems—

(i) for managing the performance of HSC trusts;
(ii) for commissioning health and social care;
(iii) for ensuring that resources are used in the most economic, efficient and effective way in
commissioning such care.

At the time of consultation the establishment of a pharmacy needs assessment is entirely
consistent with the functions of the HSCB. It should be noted that from 31st March 2022, the
functions of the HSCB will transfer to the Department of Health on closure of the HSCB. The
Department of Health retains overall responsibility for organising health and social care provision.
Ongoing responsibility for the PNA
One respondent expressed concern about a lack of clarity surrounding which agency would take
responsibility for the PNA following the dissolution of the Health and Social Care Board (HSCB).

Response
Following closure of the HSCB, its functions will transfer to the Department of Health. The decision
making framework for arrangements for community pharmacy services will remain with decisions in
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relation to community pharmacies being undertaken by the Pharmacy Practices Committee
convened by the Department of Health. The responsibility for maintaining the PNA model will rest
with the Department with BSO operationally manging the PNA model.

Covid-19 pandemic
Changes to both the level of demand placed on community pharmacies and how people use their
services as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic was raised through both responses to the
consultation questionnaire and by attendees at the events.

The pandemic was cited as a factor that needed to be considered when benchmarking current
service provision, specifically the changes to pharmacy services and the increased demand as a
result of restricted user access to GP services. It was suggested that a sector-wide consultation on
the effect of the pandemic be carried out to inform how these changes would be incorporated into
the model.

At the consultation events a number of attendees stated that it was important that the model evolve
to reflect these changes both in relation to pharmacy need and service provision. Related to this,
attendees at a couple of events asked what period the ordinary dispensing referred to (confirmed
as 2019/20).

Response
The extra demand placed on community pharmacies and the changes to their service provision as
a result of the Covid-19 pandemic are recognised by the HSCB. It was noted in the consultation
events that that flow of prescriptions changed within a locality. However, it was also accepted that
this did not change the underlying need.

The importance of other commissioned services is recognised and data on the availability of these
at contractor level will be added to the PNA modelling tool to help inform future decision-making.
It is unlikely, however, that the underlying pattern of need for pharmaceutical services will have
changed as a result of the pandemic. Indeed, the pandemic has exposed some of the existing
additional needs of certain groups: older people; individuals living in areas of high deprivation; and
individuals with long-term health conditions.

It is accepted, however, that need will change over time. As a result, it is recommended that the
additional needs model be re-estimated at regular intervals (around 3-5 years is considered
optimum for a full remodelling exercise).
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Robustness of the Additional Needs Index for small population groupings
An attendee at one of the consultation events asked whether there was information on the level of
uncertainty associated with the modelled additional needs index, particularly for smaller areas.

Response
An independent statistician was commissioned to examine uncertainty relating to the Additional
Needs Index estimates at differing geographical levels.

As a result of this work (more detail is available in Annex 6), it is now possible to calculate
confidence intervals for Additional Needs Index estimates for differing population sizes. It is
anticipated that this information will be of particular use when small areas are under consideration
or the decision-making process is finely balanced.

While measures of uncertainty around estimates are useful, it is important to state that the central
estimate, i.e. the estimated Additional Needs Index for a given area, is the best indicator of the
level of pharmaceutical need, based on factors other than population and age-sex, for that area.
The confidence interval analysis provides useful additional information; and the interval will always
increase as population size decreases, but it does not imply that the modelled additional needs
indices for quite small areas (by population size) do not add value. They will still provide for a much
more robust estimate of need in an area than any subjective assessment of those same needs
factors.
Impact of age/sex and additional need on the overall pattern of need
An attendee at one of the consultation events asked about the relationship between deprivation
and prescription dispensing and whether it could be quantified.

Response
Crude population numbers will typically be the main driver of need in an area. The importance of
each of the separate components of need, over and above population size, is completely
determined by the statistical modelling process and no subjective decisions are made in relation to
this. It can still be illuminating, however, to examine, the proportion of population that is
redistributed across SOAs via the separate application of the age/sex and additional needs indices
(comprising the socio-economic factors). This can help give a sense of their relative importance in
the existing model.
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Based on the current model, analysis shows that 6.0% of the total population is redistributed
across small areas via application of the age/sex weightings whilst 8.6% is redistributed due to the
additional needs index. These impacts will partly be a function of how different these areas are in
their demographic and socio-economic profiles combined with the statistically determined
weightings attached to the model variables.
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Conclusion and recommendations
The proposed Pharmacy Needs Assessment (PNA) is designed to assess the current need for
pharmaceutical services across Northern Ireland and provide benchmarks which can be used to
support future commissioning decisions.

The PNA will help ensure that the provision of pharmaceutical services is aligned with local need
so that pharmacies can fully meet the needs of the communities they serve. This is vital because
overprovision in one location may be to the detriment of services elsewhere.

The Northern Ireland PNA differs considerably from others conducted elsewhere. It is the most
detailed PNA ever conducted in the UK and makes greater use of statistical analysis and
modelling. As a result, it is the first PNA to provide an objective assessment of the factors which
generate pharmaceutical need.

Its output is presented via an innovative modelling tool, which uses modern data visualisation
techniques to provide decision-makers with easy access to statistical data on need and the
provision of pharmaceutical services.

Meanwhile, its benchmarks are designed to consider the accessibility of pharmaceutical services
outside the immediate area of investigation rather than regarding individual areas as closed to
population movement.

This approach was approved by external statistical and commissioning peer reviewers and is seen
as a major advance on previous approaches.

These innovations did, however, produce a general unease among many respondents to the public
consultation. The main concerns focused on the use of the modelling tool and the construction of
the additional needs model.

In relation to the modelling tool, respondents were concerned that commissioning decisions might
be taken on the basis of its output without consideration of specific local factors which might not be
captured in a NI-wide model. It is therefore important to reiterate that the tool is intended to be
used in a supportive capacity, alongside other, local information in the decision-making process.
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There were two issues related to the additional needs modelling, both of which related to the use of
ordinary dispensing as the basis of the model.

Firstly, respondents were concerned that multiple dispensing data was not utilised in the modelling
exercise. The use of this data was considered in the initial development of the PNA but was ruled
out because its inclusion did not materially affect the resultant model. There were also concerns
about data availability because the future of multiple dispensing is currently under review. In light of
the consultation, the issue was re-examined, via the creation of a new model where both ordinary
and multiple dispensing were given a weight of one, but the same conclusion was ultimately
reached.

Secondly, respondents also expressed concern about the absence of other commissioned and
non-commissioned services from the modelling process. These were also considered for inclusion
but it is not possible to obtain sufficient data to incorporate them into the modelling process.

The decision to model using only ordinary dispensing data was also taken based on the general
consensus among focus groups and stakeholders that the drivers of need associated with ordinary
prescription dispensing will largely be the same across all pharmaceutical services.

The question of other commissioned and non-commissioned was revisited as a result of the
consultation but it was found that the issues concerning data availability remained unchanged.
That said, the importance of populations having access to other commissioned services is
recognised and it is recommended that data on the availability of these at contractor level will be
added to the PNA modelling tool to help inform future decision-making. Non-commissioned
services may be included at a later date if this information can be collected across contractors in a
consistent and verifiable way.

A considerable amount of further analytical and investigatory work was carried out in response to
the issues raised during the consultation process. In addition to the creation of a new additional
needs model to further investigate the feasibility of including multiple dispensing, this work
included: investigating the potential of including new variables in additional needs modelling
process; incorporating a measure of capacity into the number of accessible pharmacies per head
of weighted population metric; an examination of uncertainty relating to the additional needs
estimates; and the impact of age-sex and additional need on the overall pattern of need.
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The independent Statistical Peer Reviewer, Mike Stevenson, was commissioned to undertake the
investigation into the uncertainty of estimates. He also reviewed the additional statistical work,
carried out by BSO Information Unit arising from the consultation, and endorsed the conclusions
reached.

The overall recommendations that arose from consideration of the responses to the consultation
process are presented below.

Recommendations

Rec 1. It is recommended that the PNA be adopted for use in the planning of pharmaceutical
services in Northern Ireland. It is a substantial advancement on needs assessments conducted
and approved elsewhere. It is also clearly evident that it will help enable the successful alignment
of pharmacy need with service provision in Northern Ireland.

Rec 2. The current approach of basing the additional needs modelling on ordinary dispensing
should be adopted. Respondents to the consultation suggested that multiple dispensing and other
commissioned, and non-commissioned, services should be incorporated into the modelling
process. Further analysis, carried out in response to this, has shown no evidence of additional
need associated with multiple dispensing. Data availability considerations, both current and future,
and evidence gathered during the development phase also support the adoption of ordinary
dispensing as the best overall proxy measure for pharmaceutical service demand.

Rec 3. The importance of populations having access to other commissioned services is, however,
recognised and it is recommended that data on the availability of these at contractor level be
added to the PNA modelling tool to help inform future decision-making. Non-commissioned
services may be included at a later date if this information can be collected across contractors in a
consistent and verifiable way.
Rec 4. In response to issues raised during the consultation process, it is recommended that the
data used within the PNA modelling tool is updated, where possible, on an annual basis. This
would not include the age-sex and additional needs weights as it would not be practical or
necessary to carry out a full remodelling exercise each year. It is recommended that these are
recalibrated every 3-5 years in order to capture any change in their underlying relationships.
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Rec 5. Some concern was raised that the development of the number of accessible pharmacies, or
PEUs, per head of weighted population metric did not consider the capacity of each pharmacy. In
response, this metric was re-calculated incorporate a proxy measure of capacity based on ordinary
dispensing. The results of this exercise showed little difference with the original method,
particularly as area size increases. However, further work is required to fully establish the suitability
of adopting ordinary dispensing volumes as a proxy for capacity before this, or an alternative
metric, would be adopted in the final PNA modelling tool. It is recommended, therefore, that no
change is made to the current metric until this work is completed.

Rec 6. A number of respondents suggested that pharmacy contractors should be further consulted
in relation to how pharmacy need is considered. A survey of all pharmacy contractors had been
planned relative to the commissioning process with further consideration of capacity issues. It is
recommended that this survey is taken forward and used to help inform future iterations of the PNA
tool.
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Annex 1: Quantitative summary of responses to consultation
questionnaire
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Annex 2: Analysis of responses to consultation questionnaire
This section provides a detailed summary of the responses to each question asked in the
consultation questionnaire.
Question 1 – Do you agree that SOAs should be used as the base analytical geography
within the PNA?
The first question sought the respondents’ views on whether Super Output Areas (SOAs) were a
suitable base geography for the PNA.

This question was answered by 31 respondents. The majority (26 respondents) agreed that
SOAs should be used as the base analytical geography. One respondent disagreed with this
proposal. A further four were unsure.

Of the respondents who were unsure or disagreed with this proposal, four provided additional
comments. While these responses were fully considered as part of this analysis, none necessitated
any changes to this report.
Question 2 – Do you agree that MYEs should be used as the main population base for the
PNA?
The second question sought the respondents’ views on whether mid-year estimates were a
suitable population base for the PNA. This question was answered by 31 respondents.
The majority (23 respondents) were unsure about the proposal. Those who provided additional
comments all expressed concern about the use of 2019 MYEs as the basis for the draft indices
provided in the consultation materials. Some pointed out that these figures had been superseded
by the 2020 MYEs, published by NISRA in June 2021.

Five respondents agreed that MYEs were a suitable base population. Three respondents were
opposed to the proposal. The first of these respondents was opposed due to the use of 2019
MYEs in the consultation materials. The second expressed concern that MYEs were being used
instead of Census figures. The third provided no reason for its response.
Question 3 – Do you agree that the age/sex needs weightings, as constructed, are
appropriate for use in the Pharmacy Needs Assessment?
This question sought the respondents’ views on the appropriateness of the age/sex needs
weightings produced for the PNA. This question was answered by 31 respondents.
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The majority (28 respondents) were satisfied with the age/sex weightings. Eight of these
respondents suggested that while they were appropriate for a dispensing-based model, they might
not be appropriate if the pharmacy need associated with other services, such as vaccinations,
were considered.

Two respondents were unsure about the appropriateness of the age/sex weightings. One made
similar observations to other respondents about potential issues if the age/sex weightings were
applied to non-dispensing models. The other did not make any additional comments.

Finally, one respondent objected to the age/sex weightings on the basis that they had been
calculated using 2019 mid-year estimates rather than the results of the 2021 census, the first of
which are due for publication later this year.
Question 4 – Do you agree that the developed additional needs model is appropriate for use
in the NI PNA?
This question sought the views of respondents on the statistical model used to calculate the
additional needs index for the PNA. The question was answered by all respondents.
The majority (27 respondents) disagreed with the additional needs model and its use within the
PNA. Nineteen of these respondents provided additional comments elaborating on their objections.
Eighteen respondents who provided additional comments objected to the model on the basis that it
was calculated based on ordinary dispensing activity. Most suggested that items provided via
multiple dispensing should have been given an additional weighting.

The final respondent who provided additional comments expressed concerns about the elimination
of variables on the grounds of collinearity within the modelling process. It expressed concerned
that this process could be prescriptive or used to advance a pre-determined outcome.

Three respondents were uncertain about the appropriateness of the additional needs model, one of
whom provided additional comments. Their comments focused on the absence of variables relating
to palliative care and deaths due to Alzheimer’s and dementia in the modelling process. Four
respondents agreed with the use of the additional needs model within the PNA.

Question 5 - Do you agree that the Pharmacy Total Needs Index will provide a fair
representation of population need for pharmaceutical services across NI?
This question sought the respondents’ views on whether the proposed Pharmacy Needs Index
fairly reflected pharmacy need across Northern Ireland. It was answered by 33 respondents.
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The majority (27 respondents) believed that the proposed index would not provide a fair
representation. Eighteen of these respondents expanded on their views in additional comments.

All bar one of their responses argued that the index was unfair because of the manner in which the
additional needs index had been calculated. The majority of these responses also restated
previous arguments that items provided via multiple dispensing should be given an additional
weighting. The final respondent argued that the index did not provide a fair representation because
population need would increase as pharmacists provided more services. They also expressed
concern about the possible relocation of pharmacy staff to underserved areas.

Three respondents agreed that the index would provide a fair representation of population need.
Meanwhile, three respondents indicated that they were uncertain as to whether it would provide a
fair representation. One of these respondents provided additional comments noting the risk that
gaps in the baseline data could impact the reliability of the index.
Question 6 – Do you agree that more specialised services, specific to certain areas, be
separately considered as local needs factors when conducting a PNA?
This question sought respondents’ views on whether specialist services associated with particular
areas should be considered as separate needs factors when conducting a PNA. It was answered
by 31 respondents.

The majority (23 respondents) were unsure on this issue. It was clear from the additional
comments provided that this stemmed from uncertainty around what the question referred to. Many
respondents observed that the PNA did not define what “specialised services” entailed, making it
impossible to provide a proper response.

Six respondents indicated that specialised services should be considered as separate local needs
factors when conducting a PNA. The final two responses were opposed to this proposition but did
not provide any further explanation of their views.
Question 7 – Do you agree that the dispensing based needs model will adequately
represent need across the main community pharmacy services?
The question sought respondents’ view on whether the PNA’s dispensing-based needs model
would adequate represent need across the main community pharmacy services. It was answered
by 33 respondents.
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The majority (29 respondents) suggested that need across the main community pharmacy services
would not be adequately represented by the dispensing-based needs model. In 19 cases, the
respondents involved provided additional comments explaining their views.

The common theme across these comments was a concern that while dispensing represented a
core pharmacy service, there were additional commissioned and non-commissioned services
which, it was suggested, catered for other needs. Such services included medicines advice, minor
ailments and vaccinations.

Two respondents indicated that they were uncertain whether the model would adequately
represent need in this manner. Neither elaborated upon their views. Finally, two respondents
indicated that the model would adequately represent need across the main pharmacy services.
Question 8 - Is there any other information that you think should be displayed on the
Modelling Tool?
This question sought respondents’ view on the information displayed on the PNA Modelling Tool,
an interactive dashboard designed to assist policymakers access data concerning the PNA. It was
answered by 31 respondents.

The majority (27 respondents) stated that there was other information which they thought should
be on the dashboard, seventeen of whom suggested specific metrics for inclusion. As outlined
below, the suggested metrics fell into seven categories.

Table A2.1: Additional information suggested for inclusion in the modelling tool
Type of Information

Number

% all responses

Commissioned services

17

63.0

Non-commissioned services

17

63.0

Multiple Dispensing Metrics

16

59.3

Information about GP services

15

55.6

Ordinary Dispensing Metrics

14

51.9

Information about dental services

13

48.1

Other potential drivers of prescription demand

10

37.0

Although these figures are suggestive of a consensus concerning additional dashboard content, it
should be noted that different users will have different needs and requirements in this area. The
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majority of respondents to this question were pharmacy contractors or pharmacy representative
organisations.

The remaining four respondents were unsure as to whether additional information should be
displayed on the modelling tool. None of them provided a comment elaborating on their view.
Question 9 – Do you agree with the described definition of accessible pharmacies?
This question sought respondents’ feedback on the definition of accessible pharmacies proposed
within the consultation paper. Under this definition, accessibility would be measured using distance
between users and pharmacies. Pharmacies within a defined distance2 of the user would be
classed as accessible. The question was answered by 31 respondents.

The majority (25 respondents) disagreed with the proposed definition. Seventeen of these
respondents provided additional comments outlining their specific objections. All expressed
concern that the definition did not consider socioeconomic factors and/or community affiliation.
They argued that this meant that pharmacies were not necessarily accessible on the basis of
proximity to potential users. Many of the respondents also objected to the definition on the grounds
that it did not consider factors which potentially affected accessibility such as the availability of car
parking, the accessibility of public transport services and pharmacy opening hours.

Two respondents expressed uncertainty about the proposed definition with one stating that
consideration had to be given to changes in healthcare provision caused by diminishing access to
GP services, which meant that pharmacies were playing an increasing role in meeting service
needs. The remaining four respondents agreed with the proposed definition.
Question 10 – Do you agree with the benchmark of 95% of the population living within the
accessible range of a pharmacy?
The consultation paper proposed an initial pharmacy provision benchmark 95% of the population
should have access to an accessible pharmacy. This question sought respondents’ views on this
benchmark and was answered by 31 of them.

The majority (19 respondents) indicated that they were unsure about the benchmark. Eleven of
these respondents provided additional comments outlining their concerns. All suggested that
population coverage might not correlate with pharmacy accessibility due to unspecified

2

This distance differs depending on whether users are situated in cities and large towns, medium towns and
villages or small villages and rural countryside.
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socioeconomic factors. One respondent also suggested that the “legacy of the troubles” might
affect the ability of users to move within their local area.

Ten respondents said that they agreed with the benchmark, two of whom provided additional
comments. The first raised identical issues to those raised by respondents who were unsure of the
benchmark. The second stated that socioeconomic factors, access to transport, community
segregation and pharmacy opening hours had to be considered when determining whether 95% of
the population lived in range of an accessible pharmacy.

Two respondents disagreed with the benchmark, both of whom provided additional comments. The
first objected on the basis that the measure would be misleading because there were many factors
not considered in the PNA.

The second was concerned about the fact that the benchmark suggested that it was acceptable
that 5% of the population would be left without access to an accessible pharmacy. It also stated
that, depending on their socioeconomic status, this could reinforce existing inequalities.
Question 11 – Do you agree with the approach to use number of accessible pharmacies per
head of weighted population as the central benchmarking metric in the PNA?
This question sought respondents’ view on the use of accessible pharmacies per head of weighted
population, also referred to as Pharmacy Equivalent Units (PEUs), as the central benchmarking
metric at SOA level in the PNA. The question was answered by 31 respondents.

The majority (22 respondents) disagreed with the use of PEUs. Sixteen of these respondents
provided additional comments concerning their objections. Most of these comments focused on the
issues of pharmacy usage patterns and pharmacy capacity.

Respondents stated that PEUs were based on the flawed assumption that users tended to use
their local pharmacies. They suggested that user choice was determined by other factors such as
car parking, working patterns and proximity to GP services. Most also argued that the use of PEUs
was inappropriate because the measure did not take pharmacy capacity into account.

A small number of respondents also cited unspecified socioeconomic factors among their reasons
for disagreeing with the use of PEUs as the central benchmark. One respondent stated that their
use went against the practices of the Pharmacy Practices Committee while another suggested that
using PEUs could reinforce existing inequalities.
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Six respondents indicated that there were unsure about the use of PEUs as the central
benchmarking metric while three agreed with their use. None of these respondents provided any
additional comments.
Question 12 – Do you agree that the PNA should additionally take account of other relevant
contextual factors and services that may be required by local communities?
The question sought respondents’ view on the idea that the PNA should also take account of other
relevant contextual factors and services. This question was answered by 33 respondents, all of
whom agreed with the proposition.

Sixteen respondents provided additional comments suggesting the type of factors that might be
considered within the context of the PNA. One of these comments related to medicine supply
issues which were outside the scope of the current consultation.

The majority of respondents who provided comments suggest that the availability of commissioned
and non-commissioned pharmacy services should be considered. Five suggested that contextual
information such as future population growth, the availability of public transport and access to GP
services should be used as contextual factors. Two respondents referred to the importance of local
knowledge within the decision-making process and one respondent suggested that the views of the
local community should be considered.
Question 13 – What other factors do you think are important when considering
benchmarking? How could these be incorporated in the benchmarking process?
This question invited respondents to suggest additional factors which they felt were important to
consider in a benchmarking context and to advise on how they might be integrated into the
process.

Twenty respondents responded to this question, eighteen of whom identified specific factors and,
in some cases, suggested means by which they could be incorporated into the benchmarking
process. For presentation reasons, these responses have been summarised on two tables on the
following pages.

The remaining two comments consisted of brief, non-specific, criticism of the benchmarks
suggested in the consultation paper.
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Table A2.2: Factors identified as important for benchmarking
Factor

Reason for Importance

Number of
respondents

% of
respondents

Covid-19 pandemic




Changes to pharmacy services since beginning of pandemic
Reduced user access to GP services

12

60.0

Non-commissioned services



Perceived driver of pharmacy need

11

55.0

Community affiliation




Potential impact on user choice of pharmacy
Impact on pharmacy accessibility

10

50.0

Commissioned services



Perceived driver of pharmacy need

10

50.0

Public transport links




Potential impact on user choice of pharmacy
Impact on pharmacy accessibility

7

35.0

Pharmacy opening hours




Potential impact on user choice of pharmacy
Impact on pharmacy accessibility

7

35.0

Car parking locations




Potential impact on user choice of pharmacy
Impact on pharmacy accessibility

6

30.0

Access to a vehicle




Potential impact on user choice of pharmacy
Impact on pharmacy accessibility

1

5.0



1

5.0



Pharmacists may not reside or be located close to areas which appear to be
“underserved”.
Scope to expand pharmacy services in areas with larger pool of pharmacists

Socio-economic factors



No reason given

1

5.0

Quality of service



No reason given

1

5.0

Distribution of pharmacists
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Table A2.3: Suggested means by which factors could be incorporated into PNA
Factor

Possible means of incorporation

Number of
respondents

% of
respondents



Sector-wide consultation on effect of pandemic feeding into PNA

7

35.0



Re-evaluation of prior benchmarking work

5

25.0



Reduced focus on GP practice accessibility

1

5.0

Conduct stakeholder survey and use results to weight appropriately in
benchmarking process

6

30.0



Revision of accessible pharmacy metrics

5

25.0



Stakeholder engagement to shape accessible pharmacy metrics

4

20.0



Conduct stakeholder survey and use results to weight appropriately in
benchmarking process

6

30.0

Public transport links



Stakeholder engagement to shape accessible pharmacy metrics

6

30.0

Pharmacy opening hours



Stakeholder engagement to shape accessible pharmacy metrics

4

20.0

Car parking locations



Stakeholder engagement to shape accessible pharmacy metrics

5

25.0

Access to vehicle



Stakeholder engagement to shape accessible pharmacy metrics

1

5.0

Covid-19 pandemic


Non-commissioned services
Community affiliation
Commissioned services

Note: No means of incorporation were suggested for distribution of pharmacists, socio-economic factors and quality of service.
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Question 14 – Do you have any other comments in relation to the arrangements for the
location of pharmacies?
This question invited respondents to make additional observations on the issue of the location of
pharmacies in Northern Ireland. Twenty-one respondents provided observations. Most
respondents raised multiple issues within their comments.

Thirteen respondents were concerned that the PNA underestimated pharmacy need because it
was based on ordinary dispensing. They stated that this meant that communities could be
negatively affected if decisions were taken on the basis of the assessment. Two additional
respondents made the related argument that decisions had to be taken on the basis of all
pharmaceutical services provided to the community.

Thirteen respondents suggested that decisions should take account of changes in pharmacy
service provision arising from the Covid-19 pandemic. These had increased pharmacy demand
because of restricted user access to GP services and the emergence of services such as
prescription collection and medication delivery. They stated that the PNA should be updated to
reflect this situation.

Meanwhile, eight respondents suggested pharmacy capacity had to be considered in relation to the
location of pharmacies given its impact on the ability to provide pharmacy services. Six said that
the PNA modelling tool should only be used in a supportive capacity when making decisions about
pharmacy location.

Two respondents expressed concern that the PNA would lead to a data-driven approach to
pharmacy location decisions at the expense of the qualitative aspects of pharmacy service
provision. Two respondents suggested that a comprehensive survey of pharmacy contractors be
undertaken before the PNA is finalised.

Several respondents suggested specific factors which should be considered when assessing
service provision. These included pharmacy opening hours, shopping patterns and locationspecific factors.

One respondent indicated that consideration had to be given to contractors who were unable to
provide all services due to their beliefs, disability status or training. Finally, one respondent said
that it was necessary to clarify who was responsible for pharmacy location decisions in the wake of
the PNA.
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EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE
A separate questionnaire sought respondents’ views on the equality impact of the proposals set
out in the consultation paper and the Equality Impact Assessment which accompanied it. The
responses received are summarised below.
EQIA Question 1 – Are the actions/proposals set out in this consultation document likely to
have an adverse impact on any of the nine equality groups identified under Section 75 of
the Northern Ireland Act 1998? Including religious belief, political opinion, racial group, age,
marital status, sexual orientation, gender, disability and dependency.
This question was answered by 26 respondents, 24 of whom indicated that the consultation
proposals would have an adverse impact on at least one of the nine equality groups. Where they
were aware of such an impact, the respondents were asked to identify the specific groups involved
and suggest how the impacts could be reduced or alleviated. Some respondents raised multiple
issues in their comments.
Three respondents identified specific equality groups – the elderly and people with disabilities –
who would be negatively impacted. They stated that the adverse impact stemmed from the PNA’s
failure to encompass all pharmacy services. None of them identified a means by which this impact
could be reduced or alleviated.

A further eight respondents suggested that PNA did not accurately represent pharmacy need and
that this would have “more differential impacts on specific groups” but did not identify these groups.
They suggested that this could be tackled through assessing proposals at local level.
Seven respondents repeated previously-expressed concerns about the PNA’s design and four
respondents did not elaborate on their answer. Finally, one respondent suggested that PNA
negatively affected all nine groups due to its underestimation of pharmacy need.

The majority of respondents to this question were pharmacy contractors or pharmacy
representative organisations.
EQIA Question 2 – Are you aware of any indication or evidence – qualitative or quantitative
– that the actions/proposals set out in this consultation document may have an adverse
impact on equality of opportunity or on good relations?
This question was answered by 26 respondents, 21 of whom indicated that they were aware of
relevant indicators or evidence. Where respondents were aware of indicators or evidence, they
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were asked to outline this evidence and comment on the changes necessary to reduce or alleviate
the adverse impact.

No specific indicators or evidence were provided in response to this question. In addition, no
specific detail on what should be added or removed to alleviate the perceived adverse impact was
provided by respondents.

Fourteen respondents expressed concern about good relations, stating that the PNA did not take
account of the religious, political and racial context of Northern Ireland. They stated that some
users might be unable to access pharmacy services because “they not feel comfortable or secure
in some localities”.

One respondent expressed concern that the proposals might affect equality of opportunity in terms
of the accessibility of pharmacy services to older users because of the narrow nature of the indices
contained within the PNA.

Two respondents raised issues which, while not pertinent to equality of opportunity or good
relations, did relate to other areas asked in the questionnaire and detailed in this report.
Meanwhile, four respondents did not elaborate on their initial answer.
EQIA Question 3 – Do you have any feedback or suggestions on how best to engage and
involve stakeholders on the development and implementation of the Pharmacy Needs
Assessment proposals going forward?
There were nineteen responses to this question, all of whom were either pharmacy contractors or
pharmacy representative organisations. Some respondents provided multiple suggestions in their
comments. One respondent did not elaborate on their answer.

The majority (15 respondents) suggested that pharmacy contractors should be surveyed or
consulted in some other manner considering pharmacy need. Eleven suggested that a wider range
of community and voluntary organisations should be consulted about the PNA and its
development. Meanwhile, twelve suggested that there should be some form of engagement with
service users.
EQIA Question 4 – Is there an opportunity to better promote equality of opportunity or good
relations?
This question was answered by 25 respondents, 23 of whom agreed that there was an opportunity
to better promote equality of opportunity or good relations. All respondents were either pharmacy
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contractors or pharmacy representative organisations. Where an opportunity was identified,
respondents were asked to outline the opportunity and eighteen respondents provided this
information.

Eleven respondents suggested that equality of opportunity or good relations could be promoted
through engagement with stakeholders in relation to any decisions relating to a locality. They also
suggested that this engagement should be accompanied by detailed scrutiny of proposed
decisions to assess any adverse impact on equality groups.

Two respondents suggested that equality of opportunity or good relations could be promoted
through more inclusive consultation in relation to the PNA itself. One respondent also suggested
that users should be surveyed.

One respondent suggested that additional analysis work on commissioned and non-commissioned
services might promote equality of opportunity or good relations.

Three respondents raised issues which were not pertinent to the question. Meanwhile, four
respondents did not elaborate on their initial answer.
EQIA Question 5 – Are there any aspects of the Pharmacy Needs Assessment which may
have human rights implications of the proposals?
The question was answered by 24 respondents, 21 of whom indicated that aspects of the
Pharmacy Needs Assessment had human rights implications. Where they were aware of such
implications, the respondents were asked to provide details. Some respondents raised multiple
issues in their submissions.

Fifteen respondents stated that it had human rights implications because of the possibility that
future decisions made on the basis of the PNA might limit access to healthcare on the basis of
disability and/or religion. In most cases, they suggested that these implications arose due to the
PNA’s failure to properly consider commissioned and non-commissioned services. One contractor
indicated that there were human rights implications because the PNA had not recognised the role
of community pharmacy during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Four respondents did not provide any details as to the human rights implications involved.
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Additional issues raised
One respondent, a pharmacy representative organisation, provided extensive additional material
which raised further issues in relation to the PNA and its design which fell outside the scope of the
consultation questionnaire.

The respondent argued that the PNA was not in alignment with the principle of adequate access to
pharmaceutical services as set out in legislation because it only considered ordinary dispensing. It
also stated that, in any case, there was no legislative basis for a PNA in Northern Ireland.
It also suggested that there were procedural red flags in relation to the PNA’s leadership, which
had changed from the Department of Health to the HSCB in 2018. It added that, with the planned
dissolution of the HSCB, it was no longer clear who would assume responsibility for the PNA
process.

The respondent alleged that the PNA had been constructed to achieve a predetermined outcome
which had been mandated by the NI Executive and the HSCB, which was to close pharmacy
premises in Northern Ireland.
It also stated that there were issues with “the transparency of the process and the data provided” in
relation to the needs modelling work conducted by BSO statisticians. This claim was based on the
inclusion of a single screenshot of the PNA Modelling Tool (Figure 9.3) in the consultation report.
This was an illustrative image, taken from an unfinished development version, which contained a
single incorrect calculation.

After the respondent queried the image, BSO statisticians explained the situation and held a live
demonstration of the tool, which showed that the relevant calculation had been subsequently
corrected. They also committed to answering any follow-up questions from the respondent. None
were received.
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Annex 3: Summary of consultation events
Seven events were held during the consultation period to obtain stakeholders’ views on the
Pharmacy Needs Assessment. Each event was held remotely over Zoom. These consisted of:


Public consultation events on 9th September 2021 and 30th September 2021
In advance of both meetings a range of identified stakeholders were notified of the event and
encouraged to attend (see Annex 4 for a list of those contacted).



Events with Local Commissioning Groups (LCGs)
An individual event with each of the five Local Commissioning Groups (LCGs) in Northern
Ireland. Each formed part of the LCG’s regular monthly meeting. These were held on:


Belfast LCG – 16th September 2021



South Eastern LCG – 7th October 2021



Western LCG – 13th October 2021



Southern LCG – 21st October 2021



Northern LCG – 18th November 2021

Each event was attended by relevant staff from the Health and Social Care Board (HSCB) and the
BSO’s Information Unit. At each, attendees were provided with a presentation on the background
to and purpose of the PNA, a detailed overview of the PNA tool, and details of the consultation and
next-steps.

Attendees were then invited to provide comments and ask questions on the proposals. A summary
of the key issues/questions raised at these events is provided below:


The proposed model was generally well-received by respondents, particularly at the LCG
events. It was suggested at one meeting that the concept of measuring and displaying need in
this way could be applied to aid decision-making in other areas of health and social care
provision.



In response to a number of different questions, HSCB and Information Unit staff reiterated that
the PNA tool would form part of the decision-making process, and that other local factors would
have to be considered alongside the evidence from the tool for each decision made.
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At the majority of the meetings, the issue of other commissioned services, apart from ordinary
dispensing, and non-commissioned services was raised. Concern was expressed that the
model did not fully take these factors into account when measuring need. Three attendees at
different events also raised the issue of multiple dispensing, with one stating that both ordinary
and multiple dispensing should be included in the model.

HSCB and Information Unit staff explained due to data availability, and evidence from the preconsultation, it was decided to focus on ordinary dispensing as the proxy need variable.
Nonetheless a full modelling exercise was carried out using multiple dispensing and that no
additional drivers of need were identified when compared with ordinary dispensing.

In relation to other, more local services, HSCB and Information Unit staff explained that these
local factors would be considered in addition to the information provided in the tool in any
decision making process.


Related to this, attendees at a number of meetings stated that COVID-19 pandemic had
changed both the level of demand placed on community pharmacies and how people use their
services. It was therefore important that the model evolve to reflect these changes.

HSCB and Information Unit staff recognised the extra demand placed on community
pharmacies as a result of the pandemic. They stated that while usage has changed, underlying
need was unlikely to have. Indeed, the pandemic has exposed some of the existing additional
needs of certain groups: older people; individuals living in areas of high deprivation; and
individuals with long-term health conditions.

HSCB and Information Unit staff did state that the model would be updated with the most
recent data at regular intervals. This was in response to questions around how the model
would evolve, especially in relation to the pandemic, but also specific questions on what period
the ordinary dispensing data in the model referred to.


A number of attendees had questions concerning the final set of explanatory variables in the
additional needs model. A number asked specifically on the inclusion of the Quality of Outcome
Framework (QOF) Prevalence: Stroke and Transient Ischaemic Attack variable.

HSCB and Information Unit staff responded that the variables included in the final model were
selected through a statistical modelling exercise. This final mix of variables gives the best
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explanatory power and many are acting as proxies for other variables excluded at an earlier
stage in the modelling process.


Attendees at a number of meetings asked whether the model had factored in people travelling
to a pharmacy other than the one closest to where they lived for prescription dispensing.

HSCB and Information Unit staff stated that the model accounts for this and examines need
based on where people live. The additional contextual information available in the model tool,
including distance travelled to a pharmacy, was also cited in relation to this question.


At one of the LCG meetings, an attendee asked whether there was information on the level of
uncertainty associated with the measures included in the model, particularly for smaller areas.

Information Unit agreed that a measure of uncertainty around estimates, particularly for smaller
area, would be useful.


At three meetings, attendees requested further information in relation to the PNA: one asked
for the presentation slides; and two asked for data for the population, age-sex, additional needs
and total indices for all Super Output Areas (the consultation report only provided the 50
highest and lowest Super Output Area values for each index).

In each case this information was made available on the website and/or provided directly to the
requestor.


There were a number of requests for clarity around what was included in the additional needs
modelling exercise. One attendee asked whether proximity to GP practice was factored in;
another asked whether the model could account for the purchase of over the counter
medicines and the differing prescribing patterns that might emerge as a result; another asked
whether the differing levels of needs associated with urban and rural areas was considered;
and another asked whether the model had considered disability issues.

In response Information Unit staff explained how each element had been factored into or
controlled for during the statistical modelling process.
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A number of additional issues were raised by individual respondents at the different events.
These included:


An attendee asked to what extent service users had been consulted to date on the
development of the PNA. HSCB and Information Unit staff detailed the extensive
consultation that had been undertaken in advance, and how this informed the development
of the model.



One attendee stated he had heard anecdotal evidence of two pharmacies operating in
small towns; one used by one side of the community and the other used by the other side.
HSCB and Information Unit staff responded that there was no easy way to capture these
flows, adding the tool contains contextual information, not only on the average distance to
the nearest pharmacy, but also on the average distance to the pharmacy people actually
used, based on dispensing data.



One attendee stated that the consultation materials were overly technical and therefore it
would be difficult for the public to provide an informed response to the consultation.



An attendee at another event suggested including the number of patients per GP in each
area as an additional contextual metric in the tool.



One attendee asked about the relationship between deprivation and prescription
dispensing. HSCB and Information Unit staff responded that there was a strong link
between deprivation and prescription dispensing but that age was potentially a larger driver
of need. Following a discussion, it was agreed that it would be useful to examine how much
need is determined by age/sex and deprivation (using the additional needs index) in the
final report, following the consultation.



A number of additional issues were raised which were outside of the scope of the PNA.
HSCB staff responded to these issues while explaining they were beyond the scope of the
consultation.
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Annex 4: List of stakeholders notified about the PNA public
consultation events










































Abbeyfield
Accord NI
Achieve NI
Action Cancer
Action for Children
Action Mental Health
Action on Elder Abuse
Action on Hearing Loss
Addiction NI
Advice NI
Age NI
Age Sector Platform
AHP Federation
Al-Anon
Alcohol Awareness for Youth
Alzheimer's Society
An Munia Tober
Anam Cara Community Counselling
Antrim and Newtownabbey BC
Ards and North Down Borough Council
Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon BC
Arthritis Care
Association for Real Change
Association of Northern Ireland Colleges
Asthma UK
Autism Initiatives
Autism Network NI
Autism NI
Aware Defeat Depression
BADN
Ballymena Congregational Church
Barnardos
Belfast Butterfly Club
Belfast Healthy Cities
Belfast Pride
BMA
Breast Cancer
British Deaf Association NI
British Dental Association
British Fluoridation Society
British Medical Association
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British Psychological Society
British Red Cross
Brook
Bryson Care
CAJ
Cancer Focus
CARE NI
Carers NI
Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council
CCMS
CDHN
Cedar Foundation
Chartered Society of Physiotherapy
Child Accident Prevention Trust
Children in NI
Children’s Law Centre
Chinese Resource Centre
Chinese Welfare Association
College of Occupational Therapists
Community Evaluation NI
Community Foundation NI
Community Pharmacy NI
Confederation of Community Groups
Conservation Volunteers
COPNI
Council for Social Witness
Council for the Homeless
Council on Social Responsibility
Crossroads NI
Cruse Bereavement Care
Derry City and Strabane District Council
Derry Well Woman
Diabetes UK
Disability Action
Disability Equality Group – NI
Downs Syndrome Association
Dunlewey Substance Advice Centre
Early Years
East Belfast Community Development Agency
Emerge Counselling Services
Employers Forum on Disability
Equality Coalition
Equality Commission
Every Day Harmony
Extern
Extra Care
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Falls Community Council
Family Care Adoption Services
Family Planning Association
FBU
Fermanagh and Omagh District Council
FOCUS The Identity Trust
Food Standard Agency
Fostering Network
Four Seasons Healthcare
Foyle Down Syndrome Trust
Foyle Women’s Aid
General Consumer Council for NI
General Medical Council
GMB
Guide Dogs NI
Harmony Community Trust
Healthcare Infection Society
Home Start
IHCP
Include Youth
Independent Living Fund Scotland
Indian Community Centre
Information Commissioners Office
Inspire Wellbeing
Institute of Directors
Institute of Public Health in Ireland
Irish Congress of Trade Unions
Jark Downpatrick
Ketchum
Law Centre NI
Life NI
Lifestart Foundation
Lisburn and Castlereagh Council
Macmillan Cancer Support
MACS
Marie Curie
Mary Hanna
Mediation NI
MENCAP
Mental Health Movement Ltd
Mid and East Antrim Borough Council
Mid Ulster District Council
MindWise
MS Society
National Autistic Society
National Children's Bureau
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National Deaf Children’s Society
Newpin
Newry, Mourne and Down District Council
Newtownabbey Senior Citizens Forum
Nexus
NI Association of Social Workers
NI Cancer Registry
NI Deaf Youth Association
NI Hospice
NI Humanists
NI Pakistani Cultural Association
NIACRO
NIAS
NIASW
NIBTS
NICCY
NICHS
NICMA
NICON
NICRC
NICRE
NICS LGBT Staff Network
NICVA
NIFHA
NIFRS
NIHRC
NILGA
NIMDTA
NIPEC
NIPSA
NISCC
NIWEP
NMC
NMSCC
North West Community Network
North West Forum of people with disabilities
Northern Ireland Guardian ad Litem Agency
Northern Ireland Rare Disease Partnership
Northern Ireland Youth Forum
NSPCC
Omagh Ethnics Support Group
PAPYRUS Prevention of Young Suicide
Parenting NI
Patient and Client Council
Pharmaceutical Society of Northern Ireland
Playboard NI
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Polish Consulate
Positive Futures
Positive Life
PPR
Praxis Care
Press for Change
Quaker Service
RCGP
RCM
RCOA
RCPCH
RCPE
RCSLT
Relate NI
RNIB
ROSPA
Royal British Legion
Royal College of General Practitioners
Royal College of Midwives NI
Royal College of Nursing
Royal College of Nursing NI
Royal College of Obstetrics & Gynaecologists
Royal College of Occupational Therapists
Royal College of Psychiatrists in NI
Royal College of Radiologists
RQIA
Rural Action
Rural Community Network
Rural Support
Safefood
Samaritans
Shelter NI
Shine
Simon Community
Society of St Vincent de Paul
South West Age Partnership
TAMBA
TEO Equality and Human Rights
The Association for Eyecare Providers
The Baptist Centre
The Most Rev Eamon Martin
The Open University NI
The Rainbow Project
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
The Society of Radiographers
The Stroke Association
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Threshold
Tiny Life
UKHCA
Ulster Chemists Association
UNISON
UNITE Union
Versus Arthritis
Volunteer Now
VOYPIC
WHSCT
Women’s Aid
Women’s Information NI
WRDA

In addition, all NI MLAs and MPs were notified.
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Annex 5: Summary of Post-Consultation Analysis Work
Introduction
The recent public consultation on the Pharmacy Needs Assessment included a number of
submissions which related to the modelling work associated with the assessment. This Annex
reviews the contents of these submissions and assesses whether the relevant elements of the
PNA should be adjusted in response to this feedback.
Multiple Dispensing
Eighteen submissions expressed concern about the use of ordinary dispensing as the sole basis
for the PNA’s additional needs model. All suggested that the model should be based on a
combination of ordinary and multiple dispensing. This approach had previously been considered
during the development of the additional needs model, resulting in the creation of a candidate
model (Model MD). This model was not taken forward to consultation due to the following issues:

(a) Its predictive power was inferior to models based on ordinary dispensing alone; and
(b) There was uncertainty concerning the future of multiple dispensing
Only one submission engaged with these issues. It suggested that Model MD’s predictive power
had been impaired due to a safeguard designed to prevent multiple dispensing having a
disproportionate impact on the additional needs index.
The safeguard was added because of concerns that multiple dispensing – a service with a
relatively small number of users receiving large numbers of items – could distort the indices so
they ceased to accurately reflect the needs of the wider community. It involved assigning a
weighting of 0.5 to each instance where an item was provided via multiple dispensing.
The respondent argued that “a weighting of 2.5 for a 4-instalment MD prescription is not correlated
with patient need”. It suggested that the model be reassessed with no weighting applied.

As a result of this feedback, it was decided to construct a new model (Model NW) based on
ordinary and multiple dispensing with no weighting applied. Due to the inter-relationship between
the age-sex and additional needs indices, this process also entailed the creation of a new age-sex
index.
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Age-Sex Index
Any adjustment made to the calculation of dispensing volumes entails the creation of both a new
additional needs model and a new age-sex index. The link between the index and the model
relates to the fact that the dependent variable utilised within the modelling process has to be
standardised in terms of age and sex.

This is done by calculating weightings for items dispensed based on sex and age cohort. These
weightings are not only used to produce the dependent variable but they form the basis of the agesex index.

The chart below highlights the impact of the adjustment applied during the creation of Model MU
upon the weightings compared to a situation where ordinary and multiple dispensing figures were
simply combined.
Figure A5.1: Age-sex weight comparison – with adjustment vs no adjustment
40.0
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25.0
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10.0
5.0
0.0
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5-15 16-24 25-44 45-59 60-64 65-74

FemaleFemaleFemaleFemaleFemaleFemaleFemaleFemale Male Male
With Adjustment

Male Male Male Male Male

75+
Male

No Adjustment

It is clear that the adjustment reduced the weighting assigned to older age groups and that its
impact increased with each successive age cohort. For instance, the adjusted weighting for items
dispensed to females aged 75 and above was 21.7 compared with an unadjusted weighting of
34.7. The weighting differences were even greater compared with the preferred PNA model (Model
B) which is based on ordinary dispensing only.
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Despite the weighting differences, the newly-generated age-sex index was little changed from that
produced alongside Model B. In absolute terms, the greatest difference was 6.8%. But the
difference for vast majority of SOAs (78.0%) was in the region of ± 2%. In relative terms, there was
a very high association between the two indexes with an R² value of 0.99.
Figure A5.2: Correlation plot of OD vs MD age-sex adjustment indices
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This correlation is confirmed by an analysis of the relative position of SOAs between the new index
and the index presented for public consultation, which was based on ordinary dispensing. This
indicates that 96% of all SOAs lie within the same quintile in both indices.
Table A5.1: OD vs MD age-sex adjustment ranked position comparison
MDs at Full Weight
Quintile

OD only

1
2
3
4
5

1

2

3

4

5

177
1
0
0
0

1
169
8
0
0

0
8
164
6
0

0
0
6
169
3

0
0
0
3
175

Additional Needs Modelling
The next stage involved the creation of a new dependent variable (PU_Items_NW_LN) which was
based on combined ordinary and multiple dispensing volumes using the newly generated age-sex
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weightings. The modelling process was re-run using the new dependent variable and the variable
list3 used for Model B. This resulted in Model NW, which is outlined below.
Candidate Model NW
Model using ESAC Rate with MD items included at full weight

Dependent Variable:
Weighting Variable:
Supply Variables:
Independent Variables:

PU_Items_NW_LN
MYE_Index

avg_GP_distance; Prescrib_Rate_Index; Scan_Rate

List_Discrep; AAR_Rate; ESAC_Rate; Pension_Rate; Level4_Qual_Rate;
Only_Person_aged_65years_plus_HH_Rate; Other_Religion_Rate; Outside_UK_ROI_Rate;
LLTI_Little_Rate; Unpaid_Care_Rate; Pop_Density; Asthma; Cancer; CHD; COPD; DM; HYP; MH; STIA;
Birth_Rate; UM_Birth_Rate; Death_Rate; Female_Death_Rate; U75_Death_Rate; Med_Age_At_Death;
Malignant_Neoplasm_Death_Rate; Circulatory_Disease_Death_Rate; Respiratory_Disease_Death_Rate;
Non UK/ROI GP Registrations Rate; MYE_1yr_growth; MYE_3yr_growth; nursing_home; Rural; Mixed;
Dist_to_border; Other_Ethnicity_Rate.

Initial Run:

R² = 0.877

(21 variables)

Final result:

R² = 0.866

(11 variables [3 supply])

ZPRED² significance:

0.981 (Pass)

Model composition

1. ESAC Rate
2. Supply Variables

R²

Co-efficient

0.628
0.189

0.405

Average GP Distance
Prescriber Rate Index
Scan Rate

-0.049
0.150
2.579

3. List Discrepancy
4. STIA (Stroke)
5. Mental Health
6. Level 4 Qualification Rate
7. Distance to Border
8. Attendance Allowance Rate
9. Other Ethnicity
Constant

0.016
0.009
0.007
0.006
0.004
0.003
0.002

5.945
0.226
0.142
-0.157
-0.024
0.074
0.035
-17.072

Exclusions
The process followed when reducing the original model to eight independent variables was as
follows:

3

The current variable list differs from that originally used to produce Model B. The Catholic Rate variable
was removed after further validation work found that it was interacting with other modelling variables in a
manner which was potentially masking need. The revised version of Model B was identical to the version
originally submitted for public consultation.
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Run
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Exclusion Rule
Counterintuitive input
Counterintuitive input
Counterintuitive input
Counterintuitive input
Counterintuitive input
Counterintuitive input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input
Least significant input

Description
Only_Person_aged_65years_plus_HH_Rate
LLTI_Little_Rate
Pension Rate
DM
COPD
Death Rate
Circulatory_Disease_Death_Rate
Birth Rate
MYE_1yr_growth
Outside_UK_ROI_Rate
Population Density
Other Religion Rate
Non UK/ROI GP Registrations Rate
U75 Death Rate

R² diff
0.000
-0.001
-0.002
-0.001
-0.003
-0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.001
0.000
0.000
-0.001

The following variables were never included in the model during any of the runs:
Unpaid_Care_Rate; Asthma; Cancer; UM_Birth_Rate; Female_Death_Rate; Med_Age_At_Death;
Malignant_Neoplasm_Death_Rate; Respiratory_Disease_Death_Rate; MYE_3yr_growth; Rural; Mixed

The composition of Model NW is very similar to that of Model B. It shares the same variables
except for the replacement of Nursing Home and Non UK/ROI GP Registrations with Attendance
Allowance Rate and Other Ethnicity. It should be noted that the bulk of the predictive value of the
models relates to the variables which remained unchanged.

The model confirms findings from previous modelling work which showed that models based on a
combination of ordinary dispensing and multiple dispensing have slightly lower predictive values
than those based on ordinary dispensing alone. In this case, the adjusted R² value for Model NW is
0.866, whereas the equivalent value for Model B is 0.887.

There is also a strong correlation (97.4%) between the final SOA scores produced by Model NW
compared with Model B. The correlation is confirmed by an analysis of SOA placement by
additional need quintiles by both models. This demonstrated that 712 out of the 890 SOAs were
placed in the same quintile by the two models. All but five of the remainder were all placed in
neighbouring quintiles.

A potential issue with Model NW became apparent when reviewing the five SOAs whose
placement varied by two quintiles across the models. Three of the SOAs involved had the highest
percentage of individuals receiving nursing home care in Northern Ireland. They appear to have
unduly disadvantaged by Model NW, suggesting there may be an issue with the capture of
additional pharmaceutical need associated with nursing homes.
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Table A5.2: Models B vs NW additional need adjustment ranked position comparison
Model NW
Quintile
1
2
3
4
5

Model B

1

2

3

4

5

155
23
0
0
0

19
132
26
1
0

4
23
125
25
0

0
0
26
137
15

0
0
0
15
163

Overall Needs Index
As outlined, the inclusion of multiple dispensing affects both the age-sex and additional needs
indices. It was therefore necessary to recalculate the overall needs index to assess the cumulative
impact of its inclusion on the PNA indices.

The recalculated overall index was then compared with the equivalent index previously calculated
using ordinary dispensing only. This comparison focused on correlation because the differing
ranges associated with both indices4. It established that there was a close association between the
two indices with an R² value of 0.945.

Figure A5.3: Correlation plot of Total Needs Indices with and without multiple dispensing
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The range for the overall index based on ordinary dispensing is 1.96 while the equivalent range for the
index incorporating multiple dispensing is 2.15.
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An analysis of SOA placement by quintile also highlights the strong correlation between the two
indices. This showed that 689 SOAs were placed in the same quintile by the two models. With one
exception, all of the remainder were placed in neighbouring quintiles.
Table A5.3: PNA Model vs MD Total Need Index ranked position comparison

Overall
Index –
OD only

Quintile
1
2
3
4
5

1
157
21
0
0
0

Overall Index – including MDs
2
3
21
0
122
34
35
119
0
25
0
0

4
0
1
24
133
20

5
0
0
0
20
158

Conclusion
It is not recommended to alter the additional needs model to incorporate multiple dispensing
because the additional work has simply confirmed previous observations.

Like its predecessor, Model NW has a lower R² value than models based on ordinary dispensing
and, in any case, its output is very closely correlated to those models. There are also some
concerns about its ability to capture additional need associated with nursing homes.
There is also the strong likelihood that a model using multiple dispensing would have a reduced
lifespan compared to one that doesn’t. We understand that discussions about changes to multiple
dispensing payments are continuing. The results of this should be considered in any future
remodelling exercise.

It should be noted that any change made to the additional needs model would also affect the agesex index, which the majority of the respondents had expressed satisfaction with.

Selection of variables
One respondent suggested that the additional needs model produced was inappropriate because
“we note that . . . some variables were used and others [were] not”.

The consultation material explains the exclusion of some variables in the modelling process. Their
exclusion stems from the need to manage collinear variables within the model. Collinear variables
are variables which are so closely correlated that they effectively measure the same thing.

If collinear variables are utilised in the construction of a statistical model, the model may provide
misleading indications of significance. To address this, only a single variable from each set of
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collinear variables is selected to prevent this issue from arising. Due to collinearity, each variable is
effectively interchangeable with the others.

Collinear variables are identified based on their Pearson correlation values and are selected for
inclusion through studying their interactions with other variables in test models. This approach has
been validated by an independent statistical peer reviewer.

Palliative Care
One respondent noted that the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QoF) variables used in the
additional needs modelling did not incorporate the QoF indicator for palliative care.

The QoF variables utilised in the modelling process are sourced from an external data supplier, the
Department of Health (DoH). The variables provided are those utilised by DoH in its own statistical
modelling work. The QoF indicators are calculated annually using a snapshot of registers
maintained by GPs taken on March 31st each year. The DoH has concluded that select indicators
are suitable for modelling work. These involve long-term conditions where a snapshot is
representative of need over the course of a year.

The palliative care indicator is viewed as unsuitable for modelling by DoH because, due to its
nature, the underlying register is subject to regular geographic and demographic fluctuations. This
means that the annual snapshot cannot be relied upon as being representative of long-term need.
The DoH’s assessment is shared by the BSO statisticians responsible for the additional needs
modelling work.
Deaths due to dementia and Alzheimer’s
One respondent noted that no variable relating to deaths due to dementia and Alzheimer’s disease
was included in the additional needs modelling process.

The demographic variables utilised in the modelling process are sourced from SOA-level statistics
published by the NISRA’s Vital Statistics Team. These published statistics do not include an SOAlevel breakdown of deaths due to dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
In the wake of the response, BSO statisticians liaised with the Vital Statistics Team and obtained a
breakdown of deaths due to dementia and Alzheimer’s disease at SOA level.

After receiving this data, the preferred model (Model B) was rerun from scratch with an additional
variable relating to deaths due to dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. The resultant model was
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identical to that originally produced. This indicates that any additional needs associated with
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease was already encompassed within the original model.
Incorporating a measure of capacity into the number of accessible pharmacies, or
Pharmacy Equivalent Units (PEUs), per head of weighted population
Respondents to the consultation questionnaire were asked if they agreed with the proposal that the
number of accessible pharmacies (or PEUs) per head of weighted population be used as the
central benchmarking metric in the Pharmacy Needs Assessment.

The majority (22 out of 31) disagreed with this proposal. When asked to provide further comment
on this, a number expressed concern that the capacity of a pharmacy was not considered in the
development of the PEUs. It was stated that as smaller pharmacies may have a significantly
reduced capacity compared with larger pharmacies, that this should be considered in relation to
the proportion of that available to a certain population.

As a result of this feedback, the PEUs were recalculated to incorporate a proxy measure of
capacity. In order to do this, ordinary dispensing volumes for 2019/20 (to match the period covered
by the data in the most recent PNA model) were used to construct capacity weights for each
pharmacy.

The weight was constructed in the following way:
Capacity weight for pharmacy (P1) =

ordinary dispensing volume for pharmacy (P1) (2019/20)
average dispensing volume for pharmacies in NI (2019/20)

The generated weight could then be interpreted as follows:


Values below 1.0: pharmacy dispensing volume is below Northern Ireland average;



A value of 1.0: pharmacy dispensing volume is at Northern Ireland average; and



values above 1.0: pharmacy dispensing volume is exceeds Northern Ireland average.

For example, a capacity weight of 0.8 means the pharmacy dispensed 20% fewer items than the
Northern Ireland average in 2019/20.
It is recognised that ordinary dispensing volumes do not fully measure a pharmacy’s capacity – not
taking into account, for example, the size of the premises and staffing levels. However, it was felt
that, given the data currently available to BSO Information Unit, it would act as the best possible
proxy measure for capacity.
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The capacity weight was then incorporated into the PEU calculation, i.e. the apportioning of all
pharmacies in Northern Ireland to SOA level. This was done by assigning a count for each
pharmacy based on this weight. In the initial calculation of the PEUs, each pharmacy was assigned
a count value of 1.

In this re-calculation:


a pharmacy with dispensing volumes twice as high as the Northern Ireland average was given
a count of 2;



a pharmacy with dispensing volumes at half the Northern Ireland average was given a count of
0.5; and



a pharmacy with dispensing volumes at the Northern Ireland average was given a count of 1.

Results
Once the PEUs were re-calculated to incorporate this capacity weight, these values were
compared with the original PEUs, i.e. those without the capacity weight, at the SOA level. A
bivariate Pearson Correlation analysis was carried to examine this, with the results presented in
Figure A5.4 below. These results indicate a very strong association between the two measures,
with an R² value of 0.97.

Figure A5.4: Correlation plot of PEUs at Super Output Area level, with and without capacity
weight
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As with the original calculation, the capacity weighted PEUs at SOA level can be aggregated to
larger geographies of interest. These PEUs are then used to calculate the number of accessible
pharmacies (or PEUs) per head of population. Table A5.4 presents the number of accessible
pharmacies (or PEUs) per 100,000 population, both with and without the incorporation of a
capacity weight, for different geographical areas. Little difference, if any, exists at each.

Table A5.4: The number of accessible pharmacies (or PEUs) per 100,000 population, with
and without capacity weighting
Accessible pharmacies per 100,000

Accessible pharmacies per 100,000

(no capacity weight)

(with capacity weight)

27.9

27.9

Belfast

34.3

34.3

Northern

24.3

24.3

South Eastern

25.1

25.1

Southern

27.6

27.6

Western

29.2

29.2

Antrim and Newtownabbey

23.7

23.7

Ards and North Down

24.7

24.7

Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon

24.7

24.7

Belfast

35.2

35.3

Causeway Coast and Glens

25.3

25.2

Derry and Strabane

25.4

25.4

Fermanagh and Omagh

36.8

36.8

Lisburn and Castlereagh

21.6

21.5

Mid and East Antrim

22.3

22.2

Mid Ulster

28.2

28.3

Newry, Mourne & Down

30.5

30.6

Northern Ireland

LCG

LGD

Conclusion
While it was recognised that ordinary dispensing volumes do not fully measure a pharmacy’s
capacity, given the data available for analysis, it was felt that it would act as the best possible
current proxy measure for capacity. Incorporating this into the PEU calculation involved weighting
each pharmacy based on the volume of ordinary items dispensed during 2019/20.
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This did produce some differences at individual SOA level. However, once aggregated to larger
geographical areas, differences between the original and re-calculated PEUs were minimal. This is
likely a reflection of many areas comprising a mixture of smaller and larger pharmacies with gains
and losses from weighting by pharmacy capacity effectively cancelling each other out.

It is accepted that the inclusion of a capacity measure would provide an improved measure of
accessible pharmacy provision in a given area. However, further work is required to fully establish
the suitability of adopting ordinary dispensing volumes as a proxy for capacity before this, or an
alternative metric, would be adopted in the final PNA modelling tool. In the meantime, the testing
that it has been possible to carry out, using readily available data, would suggest that this may not
be a significant issue in the model, particularly as area size increases.
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Annex 6: Robustness of the Additional Needs Index for small population
groupings – report by the statistical peer reviewer
Introduction
This paper outlines the methodology and results of an investigation into the robustness of the
modelled Additional Needs Index for population groupings of various sizes. As a result of this work
it is possible to calculate confidence intervals for Additional Needs Index estimates for differing
population sizes (up to approximately 200,000).

Methodology
The Additional Needs Index calculation is based on Census Super Output Areas (SOAs). These
can then be aggregated to the 11 Local Government Districts in Northern Ireland. However,
Belfast is too large compared with the others and so I have divided it approximately into South and
East (SE) Belfast and North and West (NW) Belfast. This now provides 12 LGA areas with an
approximate population of 150,000 each.

I then calculated the Standard Errors (SEs) based on all 890 SOAs, SEs based on my 12 nominal
areas and an estimate of what those 12 areas should have been if independence of SOAs had
prevailed. This will then allow an estimate of SE for population sizes of anything from 1,500 to
approximately 200,000.

To do this I examined the variance associated with the model. The variance associated with a
single SOA of population approximately 2,1286 is 0.088*0.088 or 0.007697. If small areas were
entirely independent of each other, then this variance would be reduced by a factor N where N is
the number of SOAs which make up a typical population of that size. The average population of
one of 12 LGA areas described above is 157,805 which is equivalent to 74.16 SOAs. If an entirely
independent model sufficed, the variance would be reduced to 0.00769/74.16 from which a
standard error of 0.010 could be expected.

Applying weights
When estimating single SOA variation, I applied a weighting based on their mid-year estimate
populations. This means that a small SOA, which might be subject to greater variation, has slightly
less influence in the estimate. So while my estimate of SE at 0.088 to three decimal places is the
same as that already reported, it is slightly reduced if you examine it to further decimal places.

6

The average SOA population based on the 2019 NISRA Mid-Year Estimates, used in the calculation of the
current Additional Needs Index.
7
This variance is the standard error of the estimate of the preferred Additional Needs model squared.
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Similarly, when examining the 12 LGA areas, these were also weighted by mid-year estimate of
population. These figures are show by LGA in Table A6.1.
Table A6.1: Population Size and Weighted residuals for the 12 LGA Areas
Area

Population

Antrim & Newtownabbey
Ards & North Down
Armagh Banbridge & Craigavon
Mid & East Antrim
Causeway Coast & Glens
Newry Mourne & Down
NW Belfast
SE Belfast
Lisburn & Castlereagh
Mid Ulster
Derry & Strabane
Fermanagh & Omagh

143,505
162,031
214,286
139,271
144,852
181,887
173,717
166,884
148,663
149,915
151,287
117,298

Weighted
Estimate
-0.105
-0.152
-0.027
-0.109
-0.080
0.026
0.311
-0.141
-0.203
-0.024
0.170
0.083

Weighted
Residual
0.019
0.001
-0.008
-0.027
-0.041
0.019
0.021
-0.012
0.004
0.009
0.014
-0.006

Interpretation of these figures:


North & West Belfast is predicted by the model to have approximately 31% more need than the
NI average. However, the residual suggests this figure is 2% lower than the observed need in
the area8.



Causeway Coast and Glens council is predicted to have 8% less need that NI average
however the observed figure is 12% below NI average.



Lisburn and Castlereagh council is predicted to have 20% less need than NI average and the
observed figure is very close to this.

Calculation without assumption of independence
As adjacent SOAs are not independent of one another, it was necessary to run this analysis
without the assumption of independence.
We then assume that all areas are made up of two components of variation – a large area
component (L, which does not get diluted) and a small area or residual component (R, which does
get diluted and is divided by the number of ‘average’9 SOAs in an area).

So for any area, this equation would be:

8
9

The residual is the observed value minus estimated value
Based on the average population size of 2,128
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Total variance for an area = L + R/(number of ‘average SOAs in area, i.e. area
population/2,128)

As discussed, the variance associated with an SOA with the average population, i.e. 2,128, is
0.00769. We can then apply the variance calculation to get:


Variance = L + R /(2,128/2,128) = L + R = 0.00769

Without the assumption of independence, the variation associated with the constructed LGAs was
estimated as 0.000357.10 We can then apply the variance calculation to get:


Variance = L + R /(157,805/2,128) = L + R/74.16 = 0.000357

This approach allowed me to estimate the components as small area or residual (R) equals to
0.007436 and large area (L) equals to 0.000257.

Results
Using this variance calculation, I can now compile estimates of standard error11 for any population
up to approximately 200,000 and, in turn, use this standard error to calculate 95% confidence
intervals for the same area.

As the constructed LGA areas tend not to exceed this figure, I would not advise using this model
for population sizes in excess of 200,000. In any case, with population sizes much larger you
would be staring to think in terms of adjustments for sampling fractions where that fraction related
to NI as a whole. At population sizes of 200,000 the sampling fraction is approximately 1/10 and
this has little effect on variance calculation. A similar argument applies to small populations. As
the typical SOA has a population of 2,128, but quite a lot of variation surrounding this mean, I
would not be concerned about interpolating the figures to a population of say 1,500 but would
avoid interpolation to sizes of 1,000 or less.

Table A6.2 now estimates the impact on standard errors from the model for populations of sizes
varying from a single SOA at 2,12812 up to 200,000. In addition, 95% confidence intervals are also
shown by the normal +/- 1.96 standard error calculation.

10

This is considerably higher than the independence model which would anticipate variation of these areas
of just 0.000104.
11
Where standard error is the square root of the variance
12
Based on the average SOA population
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Table A6.2: Pharmacy Needs Assessment: Confidence Intervals Appropriate to units of
Population Size
Population
2,128
10,000
50,000
100,000
157,805
200,000

No. of SOAs
1.00
4.69
23.50
46.99
74.16
93.98

Standard Error
0.0877
0.0429
0.0239
0.0204
0.0189
0.0183

95% CIs
0.172
0.084
0.047
0.040
0.037
0.036

Interpretation: A single SOA can be expected to be estimated to within 0.172 of its true value on
95% of occasions. A population area of size 100,000 can be expected to be estimated to within
0.040 of its true value on 95% of occasions. It is important to stress however that, irrespective of
the confidence intervals, the central estimate is always most likely to provide the best estimate of
the true population need in an area.

Note: these figures all relate to the logarithmic calculations. The logarithmic calculation was based
on natural logarithms of values distributed about 1.0. So the first approximation of the variance of
the log values is close to the variation of the untransformed data.

The confidence intervals are therefore to be applied to the natural log transformed values. In order
to apply limits to the exponentiated Additional Needs Index values, i.e. those reported in the PNA
tool, the lower and upper confidence intervals are first calculated on log transformed index values,
before being exponentiated. Using this methodology, it is possible to calculate confidence intervals
for Additional Needs Index estimates for differing population sizes (up to approximately 200,000).
Mike Stevenson
Pharmacy Needs Assessment Peer Review Statistician
February 2022
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